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DEVICE
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AIRCOM Labs – a TEOCO company, provides a comprehensive device testing
program from product design to launch for the world’s leading device
manufacturers, communication service providers and regulators.
As advances are made in communications technology, the path through operator
requirements, regulatory testing and industry conformance testing becomes more and
more difficult to navigate. Different device types require different planning, testing and
issue resolution
The ability to certify new devices on the network remains critical, however, and the growing
complexity of the technologies involved make it even more mission critical to ensure that
the growing wave of device types from Retail/Branded/Stock devices to IoT devices using
approved embedded modules, meet minimum performance and conformance criteria prior
to network launch.

Over the past five years, our lab has tested over 1000 devices, including phones, tablets, laptops,
data cards, modules, chipsets, and various IoT devices from more than 75 manufacturers.

AIRCOM Labs provides a comprehensive device testing management solution to the global
wireless ecosystem. From our fully accredited and authorized facilities in North America, to
our extensive range of testing partners, we are well equipped to handle your device lifecycle
testing needs to ensure your wireless products and services are delivered to market in a
timely fashion and maintained to ever changing requirements through the product’s lifetime.

Our comprehensive set of test services serve the wireless industry and include Global
Certification Forum as an official RTO and the PTCRB testing as an approved primary testing
laboratory. We also offer testing and test management services for operator-specific
requirements for the Tier-1 US wireless operators we support. AIRCOM Labs provides a
convenient and cost-effective “one-stop-shop” experience to the mobile communications
industry and more importantly offers a partnership solution for developing and testing your
products through current and upcoming technology changes and requirements.

LAB
TESTING

Our highly respected test services deliver a number of key benefits to the
world’s top device manufactures, CSPs and regulators who use them.
STATE-OF-THE-ART
LAB
Our North American facilities are well
equipped with state-of-the-art, industry
validated and highly sophisticated test
platforms, providing all the necessary
accreditations and authorizations.

PTCRB
CERTIFIED
AIRCOM Labs is PTCRB accredited,
ensuring compliance with the full set of
3GPP test specifications as outlined by
PTCRB, for test services covering
2G/3G/4G and 5G technologies and
related features.

HIGH TEST CAPACITY
& COVERAGE
We operate multiple test platforms enabling better test coverage and the
ability to execute multiple projects
simultaneously, significantly reducing
queues and turnaround times.

SUBJECT MATTER
EXPERTISE
Our extensive experience helps us
determine test requirements, analyze
results and logs, assist engineering teams
with effective trouble-shooting, and
efficiently identify and resolve problems.

GCF
CERTIFIED
AIRCOM Labs is an Observer GCF
Member. We offer the full scope of
conformance, interoperability and field
test services for 2G/3G/4G and 5G
technologies and related features, as
defined by GCF requirements.

CONTINUOUS
IMPROVEMENT
We continually optimize the testing
process, reducing test times and
associated costs while providing device
ODM/OEMs, chipset makers & IoT device
vendors the highest quality services.

LAB
TESTING

AIRCOM Labs offers a comprehensive set of test services underpinned by
wireless industry certification programs that are tailored to your needs.
DEVICE TESTING &
CERTIFICATION
Our lab provides extensive device
testing, covering RF, protocol,
performance, SIM, security,
applications and more. Over 2100
test cases are supported – and we
test according to ETSI standards.

NETWORK OPERATOR
ACCEPTANCE TESTING
We bridge the gap between
manufacturer and operator test
requirements. Our device testing
services provide CSPs with proven
experience in device testing and
quality assurance procedures.

R&D
TESTING
In addition to device certification, we
work with several OEMs during their
research and development process,
executing customized R&D test plans,
as well as regression testing and
maintenance release testing.

PARTNERING / CONSULTING
/ OUTSOURCING
As a member of Qualcomm’s highly
selective partner organization, we
offer support for complex smart
phones, chipsets and application
development projects assuring
planning and execution.

FIELD
TESTING

AIRCOM Labs’ field testing services use industry validated methods to
confirm 2G, 3G, 4G, & 5G mobile device performance on live operator
networks.
Our end-to-end approach includes creating
and executing customized R&D test plans and
operator-specific field tests in required markets.
With field engineers located throughout the US
and internationally, we perform the critical field
tests and provide the necessary analytics and
issue resolution you need to get your device to
market.
As a recognized industry leader, we also offer
training courses to enhance the skills of
engineers specializing in field testing. Our
strategy leverages experienced field test
engineers with local knowledge in global
markets. AIRCOM Labs will create, or assist in
creating, your customized field test plans for
new technologies, including upcoming 5G.
We have extensive experience with multiple
mobile platforms and operators to support
flashing, logging, troubleshooting, reporting
and real time defect management. In addition
to our field testing services, we offer our secure,
web-based test management tool; designed to
help your team track and manage defects and
test progress from anywhere, over the life of
the product.

Field Test
Service Offerings
Field and Market
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Operator AVL
Testing
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ABOUT
TEOCO

TEOCO is a leading provider of analytics, assurance & optimization solutions
to over 300 communication service providers (CSPs) and OEMs worldwide.
Our solutions enable the digital transformation of CSPs while enhancing their network QoS,
improving their customer experience and reducing their operational costs.
Through advanced analytics and automation, TEOCO solutions provide actionable and
measureable insights into network and customer behavior. This includes the optimization,
effective monetization, and delivery of new and existing services, such as VoLTE and Video.
Our commitment to network flexibility and agility makes TEOCO the obvious choice for CSPs
looking to leverage NFV/SDN and the rise of 5G, and to maximize the revenue potential of
new opportunities tied to video and the emerging Internet of Things (IoT).

Global
Footprint

Extensive
Portfolio

Proven
Solutions

“TEOCO’s market leading position in Engineering Systems reflects the success of its
extensive network planning and optimization solution set, built by some very cohesive
acquisitions and integrated effectively to form a leading portfolio”
- Analysys Mason
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